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1 Introduction

This specification describes how the WebSocket protocol can be used as a transport for AMQP 1.0 protocol traffic. It is applicable for two main scenarios:

- **Firewall traversal.** Since Websocket connection establishment is implemented as standard HTTP traffic using the default ports (80 and 443), it is often able to pass through network security devices without requiring special configuration or opening of additional ports. In this scenario, the AMQP communication can be between arbitrary AMQP peers, e.g., between an application using an AMQP client library and a message broker.

- **Browser-based messaging.** Since many Web browsers have built-in support for the WebSocket protocol, then this binding can be used to enable AMQP messaging through to the browser thereby enable a broad range of browser-based messaging scenarios.

An AMQP 1.0 protocol session begins with the protocol version negotiation, including the establishment of layered security layers if required. Once this is complete, the session continues with the exchange of AMQP frames that control the operation of the protocol and transport the business messages between the communicating peers.

The remainder of this specification describes how these concepts are mapped to a WebSocket transport.

1.1 Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

1.2 Normative References


2 Opening a Connection

Opening a protocol session using the AMQP WebSocket binding involves the following sequence of steps:

- Opening a WebSocket connection
- Performing the AMQP protocol version handshake including optional establishment of a SASL security layer [RFC4422]
- Exchanging AMQP frames

These steps are described in the following subsections.

2.1 Opening a WebSocket Connection

The WebSocket Protocol connection MUST be opened as described in Section 4 of the WebSocket specification [RFC6455]. The initiating AMQP endpoint (the WebSocket Client) sends a HTTP GET request to the receiving AMQP endpoint (the WebSocket Server) identifying AMQP 1.0 as the subprotocol being used.

The table below defines how the elements of this HTTP WebSocket upgrade request are used in the context of the AMQP WebSocket binding:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WebSocket request element</th>
<th>Usage in the AMQP WebSocket binding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request-URI of the HTTP GET request</td>
<td>This binding does not define any semantic meaning to this field. An implementation MAY interpret this field in an implementation-specific manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host HTTP header</td>
<td>Identifies the hostname of the AMQP container. The value provided here SHOULD match that provided later in the hostname field of the open frame, and during SASL negotiation (if used).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec-WebSocket-Protocol HTTP header</td>
<td>Identifies the WebSocket subprotocol. For this AMQP WebSocket binding, the value MUST be set to the US-ASCII text string “AMQPWSB10” which refers to the 1.0 version of the AMQP Web Socket Binding as defined in this document.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As per the WebSocket specification [RFC6455], if the Server agrees to the WebSocket upgrade to the requested subprotocol then it MUST respond with an HTTP Status-Line with status code 101 (“Switching Protocols”) and echo the requested subprotocol in the Sec-WebSocket-Protocol HTTP header. Alternatively, the Server MAY return a redirect response (HTTP 3XX) and/or request HTTP level authentication. Section 4.2.2 of the WebSocket specification [RFC6455] provides full details on the permutations of the Server’s opening handshake.

If the Client does not receive a response with HTTP status code 101 and an HTTP Sec-WebSocket-Protocol equal to the US-ASCII text string “AMQPWSB10” then the Client MUST close the socket connection. If the Client receives a HTTP 3XX redirect response from the Server, the Client MAY follow the redirect and attempt connection establishment at the provided endpoint. If the response indicates a request for HTTP-level authentication then the Client MAY attempt connection establishment with new authentication credentials. Note that this specification does not define any relationship between any such HTTP-level credentials and the credentials that MAY be later provided as part of a SASL protocol layer negotiation. However, a particular implementation MAY impose some relationship.
An example of a successful upgrade handshake is shown below in Section 2.1.1.

2.1.1 Example

This section is non-normative.

An example WebSocket upgrade handshake to the AMQP WebSocket binding subprotocol is shown below.

The request from the client looks as follows:

```
GET /examplepath HTTP/1.1
Host: server.example.com
Upgrade: websocket
Connection: Upgrade
Sec-WebSocket-Key: dGhlIHNhbXBsZSBzb29ubmVjd2U=
Sec-WebSocket-Protocol: AMQPWSB10
Sec-WebSocket-Version: 13
```

The response from the server looks as follows:

```
HTTP/1.1 101 Switching Protocols
Upgrade: websocket
Connection: Upgrade
Sec-WebSocket-Accept: s3pPLMBiTxaQ9kYGzzhZRbK+xOo=
Sec-WebSocket-Protocol: AMQPWSB10
```

2.2 Establishing a SASL Security Layer

AMQP peers MAY choose to establish a SASL security layer prior to commencing the raw AMQP protocol as defined in Part 5 of the AMQP 1.0 Specification [AMQP]. If SASL is not required then this section is omitted and the connection establishment process continues as defined in the Section below entitled AMQP Protocol Version Handshake.

Note that SASL mechanisms that provide for encryption in addition to authentication are not supported with this AMQP WebSocket binding.

2.2.1 SASL Protocol Header

If a SASL security layer is required then each peer MUST start by sending a protocol header. The protocol header consists of the upper case ASCII letters “AMQP” followed by a protocol id of three, followed by three unsigned bytes representing the major, minor, and revision of the specification version (currently 1 (SASL-MAJOR), 0 (SASL-MINOR), 0 (SASL-REVISION)). In total this is an 8-octet sequence:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4 octets</th>
<th>1 octet</th>
<th>1 octet</th>
<th>1 octet</th>
<th>1 octet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“AMQP”</td>
<td>%d3</td>
<td>major</td>
<td>minor</td>
<td>revision</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

This protocol header MUST be sent as the contents of a single WebSocket message.

2.2.2 SASL Negotiation

The SASL negotiation is implemented by the exchange of SASL frames as defined in Section 5.3 of the AMQP 1.0 specification [AMQP]. Each SASL frame MUST be transferred as a WebSocket message.

After successful establishment of the SASL layer then the connection establishment process continues with the AMQP protocol version handshake, as described below.
2.3 AMQP Protocol Version Handshake

Prior to sending any frames on a connection, each peer MUST start by sending a protocol header that indicates the protocol version used on the connection. The protocol header consists of the upper case ASCII letters “AMQP” followed by a protocol id of zero, followed by three unsigned bytes representing the major, minor, and revision of the protocol version (currently 1 (MAJOR), 0 (MINOR), 0 (REVISION)). In total this is an 8-octet sequence:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4 octets</th>
<th>1 octet</th>
<th>1 octet</th>
<th>1 octet</th>
<th>1 octet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“AMQP”</td>
<td>%d0</td>
<td>major</td>
<td>minor</td>
<td>revision</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This protocol header MUST be sent as the contents of a single WebSocket message. More details on the version negotiation process is described in Section 2.2 of the AMQP 1.0 Specification [AMQP].

2.4 Exchanging AMQP Frames

After the protocol version handshake is complete, all traffic over the connection is structured as AMQP frames. The first step is to open an AMQP Connection, via the exchange of AMQP open frames. A single WebSocket connection maps to a single AMQP connection. As is normal for AMQP, there MAY be many AMQP sessions over a single WebSocket Connection / AMQP Connection and there MAY be many Links sharing a single Session.

AMQP frames MUST be sent as binary data payloads of WebSocket messages. Specifically, each AMQP frame maps to a single WebSocket message which in turn maps to one or more WebSocket frames. Thus, there is a one-to-many mapping between an AMQP frame and WebSocket frames. For the avoidance of doubt, there is no mapping defined between an AMQP frame and a WebSocket frame. This allows for intermediaries along the communication path to change how a WebSocket message is partitioned into frames without breaking the AMQP WebSocket binding.

2.4.1 Example

*This section is non-normative.*

Figure 1 shows an example of how a single AMQP frame maps to a single WebSocket message which is transmitted as two WebSocket data frames.
Figure 1: Illustration of how AMQP frames are mapped to WebSocket messages and frames
3 Handling AMQP Redirects

AMQP 1.0 includes two redirect mechanisms, connection-level redirect and link-level redirect. These can be used by one peer to indicate to the corresponding peer that the connection or link should be made to an alternative endpoint.

3.1 Connection-level Redirect

Section 2.8.16 of the AMQP 1.0 specification [AMQP] defines the amqp:connection:redirect error which indicates that the container is no longer available on the current connection and that the peer SHOULD attempt reconnection to the container using the details provided in the associated map.

If the amqp:connection:redirect error is received whilst communicating over the WebSocket transport then the peer SHOULD attempt reconnection using the WebSocket transport. That is, cross-protocol redirection is not supported.

The table below indicates how the elements from the info map associated with the amqp:connection:redirect error SHOULD be interpreted when reconnecting:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Redirect error info map element</th>
<th>Usage in the AMQP WebSocket binding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hostname</td>
<td>This value SHOULD be used in the Host HTTP header of the initial HTTP request. The same value SHOULD be used in the hostname field of the open frame, and during SASL negotiation (if used).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>network-host</td>
<td>The DNS hostname or IP address to which the TCP/IP socket SHOULD be opened.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port</td>
<td>The port number to which the TCP/IP socket SHOULD be opened.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To provide further information for redirection when using the WebSocket transport, the following optional elements MAY also be provided in the info map associated with the amqp:connection:redirect error. The table below indicates how these elements SHOULD be interpreted if provided:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Redirect error info map element</th>
<th>Usage in the AMQP WebSocket binding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Path</td>
<td>This value SHOULD be used as the Request-URI of the HTTP GET request.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Link-level Redirect

Section 2.8.18 of the AMQP 1.0 specification [AMQP] defines the amqp:link:redirect error which indicates that the address provided cannot be resolved to a terminus at the current container.

If the amqp:link:redirect error is received whilst communicating over the WebSocket transport then the peer SHOULD attempt reconnection using the WebSocket transport. That is, cross-protocol redirection is not supported.

The table below indicates how the elements from the info map associated with the amqp:link:redirect error SHOULD be interpreted when reconnecting:
Redirect error info map element | Usage in the AMQP WebSocket binding
---|---
Hostname | This value SHOULD be used in the Host HTTP header of the initial HTTP request. The same value SHOULD be used in the hostname field of the open frame, and during SASL negotiation (if used).

network-host | The DNS hostname or IP address to which the TCP/IP socket SHOULD be opened.

Port | The port number to which the TCP/IP socket SHOULD be opened.

Address | The address of the terminus at the container.

To provide further information for redirection when using the WebSocket transport, the following optional elements MAY also be provided in the info map associated with the amqp:link:redirect error. The table below indicates how these elements SHOULD be interpreted if provided:

Redirect error info map element | Usage in the AMQP WebSocket binding
---|---
Path | This value SHOULD be used as the Request-URI of the HTTP GET request.
4 Closing a Connection

In the non-error case, the AMQP connection SHOULD be closed first, followed by the WebSocket connection.

Once the AMQP closing handshake has completed, the WebSocket closing handshake should be initiated. As described in [RFC6455] section 5.5.1, the peer node desiring to close the connection sends a WebSocket Close frame. Once the other peer node receives this, it MAY finish transmitting any majority finished transmissions, and then MUST send a WebSocket Close frame in return.
5 Security

This binding supports the use of both the standard WebSocket and secure WebSocket protocols. In either case the connection establishment sequence described above remains the same.

For use in standard, non-secure mode, the WebSocket ("ws") MUST be used as the transport protocol. In this mode, the TCP/IP socket connection SHOULD be made to port 80. For use in secure mode, the WebSocket over SSL or WebSocket Secure ("wss") MUST be used as the transport protocol. In this mode, the TCP/IP socket connection SHOULD be made to port 443.

Note that the AMQP specification defines two modes of SSL usage, either with a pure SSL tunnel through which the standard AMQP protocol flows, or an in-place upgrade, in which case the transition to SSL occurs after the AMQP protocol handshake. Note that neither of these modes of SSL usage are supported with the AMQP WebSocket binding. If SSL tunneling is required then the WebSocket Secure ("wss") protocol MUST be used, as described above.
6 IANA Considerations

This specification requests IANA to register the WebSocket AMQP sub-protocol under the “WebSocket Subprotocol Name” registry with the following data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subprotocol Identifier</th>
<th>AMQPWSB10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subprotocol Common Name</td>
<td>WebSocket Transport for Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subprotocol Definition</td>
<td>TBD: URL of this document (when available)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7 Conformance

An implementation is compliant with this specification if it implements all MUST or REQUIRED level requirements.
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